NEWS RELEASE
Gama Plantations’ Clarification on Media Coverage on the Recent Fires in Kubu Raya – West Kalimantan
Jakarta, 12 September 2018
Various Indonesian media have recently reported on the outbreak of fires in Kubu Raya district, West
Kalimantan. In particular, five plantation companies were named in relation to a law enforcement
intervention by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (KLHK). This included PT Sumatera Unggul Makmur
(PT SUM), PT Putra Lirik Domas (PT PLD) and PT Agro Alam Nusantara (PT AAN), three companies that are
part of GAMA Plantations, an emerging company group that unites 27 plantation companies under a single
group sustainability policy.
With regard to these fires, Gama Plantations would like to clarify the following:
All companies associated with our Group are firmly committed to Zero Burning in all land development
activity and plantation management operations. We have no interest in fires which endangers the health of
our staff and negatively affects the productivity of our plantations. We conduct regular fire prevention and
fighting trainings and awareness raising programs for our staff and local communities, and we cooperate
with local government, including Police and Army in the event of fire outbreak.
Fire prevention is part of our day-to-day plantation management during the dry season. We conduct Fire
Danger Rating and compile Hot Spot Monitoring Reports using data from NOAA 19 ASMC, TERRA/AQUA,
LPN-MODIS, and LPN-NPP (LAPAN). We have a well-established system in place to counter fire outbreak, and
we run fire prevention programs involving the local community, including trainings, refresher programs, and
simulation exercises on firefighting.
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Even with our awareness and training programs, fires occasionally occur in and nearby our planted areas,
especially during the dry season. Such fires typically occur on land owned by local community. In any of such
situation, we request the local community member to put out the fires and we offer our assistance. Every
fire incident in the vicinity of our planted area is reported to the relevant government authority (local
police).
We are aware that outgrowers may clear land by use of fire prior to offering usufruct right to companies or
that they may plant oil palms in burnt land with the intention to sell Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB) to our mills in
future. To discourage this practice, as of July 1st 2018, Gama Plantations will be enforcing a policy to not
acquire (through crop and land compensation, or GRTT) land or to source FFB from oil palms planted on land
that burnt after July 1st 2018.
Regarding to fire outbreak incidents in and near our plantation areas in Kubu Raya in July and August 2018:
We deployed a total of 279 of staff with 9 unit main pump, 2 unit Shibaura pump, 8 unit Emdek Honda
pump, 10 unit auxiliary pump, 5 unit excavator, 5 unit farm tractor and others supporting equipment to put
out 7 (seven) different fires in lands surrounding our planted area in PT Sumatera Unggul Makmur (SUM), PT
Putra Lirik Domas (PLD) and PT Agro Alam Nusantara (AAN). The lands burnt are not under the companies’
management control. In fact, PT SUM was able to plant only 13% of the land within its allocated IUP (Izin
Usaha Perkebunan – Cultivation Permit) area, whilst PT PLD secured 37%. PT AAN has access to only 30% of
the land within the allocated area. The rest of the land remains controlled by local community and other
third parties for they withheld their Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) to acquisition of land and
usufruct rights, based on legal, communal or customary rights. PT SUM stop acquire / compensate land
from local community since 2016, PT PLD since 2017, and PT AAN last land compensation is in 2012. Land
clearing activities on these 3 companies stopped since 2017 for PT PLD, 2015 for PT SUM, and 2015 for PT
AAN. These 3 companies have requested revisions of their IUP boundaries whilst requests for Land Deed
Title (HGU) for the planted areas are pending.
GAMA Plantations would like to express its appreciation and gratitude to the Minister of Environment and
Forestry Ministry (KLHK) for its law enforcement interventions in the affected areas. Fire incidents do not
occur in our planted area, and during the visit, KLHK had sealed the burnt area in the land belong to local
community and so far our plantation operations were not impacted. We are collaborating fully with Police to
investigate the cause of fire and responsible person.

For further inquiries:
sustainability@gamaplantation.com
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FURTHER CLARIFICATIONS ON THE RECENT FIRE INCIDENTS IN KUBU RAYA
PT Sumatera Unggul Makmur (SUM)
At 06.30 AM, July 23rd 2018, fire was detected on land belonging to Polo from local community (coordinate
Lat -0.1962 Long 1093081 and Lat -0.1986 Long 109309). Estimated burnt area: ~5 Ha. The fire incident was
duly reported to the relevant authorities.
In total 55 personnel from PT SUM’s firefighting team
together with staff from the Police and armed forces were
mobilized to put out the fire. The initial fire was extinguished
at around 17.00 PM. The firefighting team continued to spray
the land until July 25th 2018 to ensure the fire was completely
doused.

PT SUM firefighting team at work on 23 August 2018 at coordinates SO 11 53.3 E109 18 29.9
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The initial fire commenced on land, directly adjacent to PT SUM’s planted area demarcated by cadastral
boundary:

Land fire adjacent to PT SUM’s planted area, date: 24 July 2018 - Source: Imagery (c) 2018 Planet Labs Inc.

PT SUM halted acquisition of usufruct rights since 2016 when it could not obtain Free, Prior and Informed
Consent from the land owners. PT SUM has no intention to acquire or plant the burnt land, or to source FFB
from this land should it be planted with oil palm.
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PT Putra Lirik Domas (PLD)
On August 13rd 2018, 8.00 AM, a fire (coordinates SO 13 08.9 E 109 18 03.8 and LSO 14 21.2 E 109 19 16.1)
was detected on land belonging to Pendi and Samsiar (local community members). Estimated burnt area:
around 200 hectares. 145 personnel from the company firefighting team together Police and Army were
mobilized to put out the fire. The site continued to be sprayed until August 24th 2018, to ensure the fire was
completely put out.
Then, on August 18th 2018, another fire was detected at 06.30 AM in land (coordinate X309908 Y 9976675
SO 12 39.4 E 109 17 31.0; X 309407 Y 9975421 SO 13 20.2 E 109 17 14.8; X 309355 Y 9974931 SO 13 36.1 E
109 17 13.1; and X 309054 Y 9974824 SO 13 39.6 E 109 17 03.3) belonging to Petrus and others (local
community). Estimated burnt area: around 48 hectares. 33 personnel from company firefighting team
together Police and Army were mobilized to put out the fire until August 21st 2018 to ensure the fire was
completely doused.
During the firefighting operations, on 18 August 2018, the Chief of Police and Army Chief of West
Kalimantan Province accompanied by the Provincial KLKH team came to the burnt areal for inspection and
gave moral support to the firefighting teams.
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All fire incidents were duly reported to the relevant government authorities (see samples below):
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Field verification with support by Aidenvironment showed the burnt area is not in PLD planted area as
defined by the cadastral boundary and planted area.

Land fire adjacent to PT PLD’s planted area, date: 13 August 2018 - Source: Imagery (c) 2018 Planet Labs Inc.

PT PLD already stopped to acquire land since 2017 when it could not secure Free, Prior and Informed
Consent from land owners in the community. PT PLD has no intention to acquire or plant the burnt land, or
to source FFB from this land should it be planted with oil palm.
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The village head of Pematang Tujuh issued a written statement that the area burnt is not under company
control, but belongs to Pendi and Samsiar who hold the Freehold Land Title certificate (Surat Hak Milik).

PT Agro Alam Nusantara (AAN)
On August 15th 2018, a fire was detected in an area outside of PT AAN’s planted boundaries; land that
belongs to Suroso (local community member). Estimated burnt area: around 10 hectares. Members from the
local community (Marsukat and Dorib) had requested help from the company to put out the fire on August
16th 2018.
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After the request, 40 personnel from company firefighting team together Police, Army, and Manggala Agni
responded to put out the fire until August 27th 2018 to ensure the fire was completely put out.

After the incident, PT AAN received a letter of appreciation from the village head of Mekar Sari, thanking the
company for its help to put out the fire.
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The burnt area was located outside of PT AAN’s planted area, as registered with the planted block boundary:

PT AAN already stopped to acquire land since 2012. It is not expanding its development as it could not
obtain Free, Prior and Informed Consent from land owners in the community.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
On August 28, the Police Chief of West Kalimantan issued a statement that 27 suspects in recent West
Kalimantan fire incidents had been identified, and that there are no indications so far that any are no oil
palm plantations. The statement by the Police Chief of West Kalimantan can be viewed here:
https://youtu.be/HDDThPLW1fM
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